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•Emerged in Netherlands early 17th Century

•Typical characteristics were:  

•Symmetry & harmony

•Elaborate parterres 

•Circular hedged walks and orchards

•A framework enclosed by trees and canals

•Included French garden design elements:

•Parterres de broderie

•Fountains, sculpture and geometrical forms of 
topiary
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Buck, S. & N., 1733. The South View of Wells Palace in the County of Somerset, [engraving] (From a copy in the Palace 
Archives).



Simes, W., 1735. Extract from A Plan of the City of Wells, Somerset [engraving] (From a copy in the Palace Archives)



Carter, J., 1790. Plan of Wells. (Reproduced with kind permission of the Society of Antiquaries. © The Society of 
Antiquaries of London)





“ [Beadon] improved the garden by laying it out in a more 
tasteful manner” 

“Great improvements had been made in the garden in the 
time of Bishop Beadon which have been extended by the 
present prelate; and the ruined walls have been made 
subservient to an alteration highly pleasing and 
picturesque. The dilapidated side and end next the garden 
have been partly taken down, leaving the turret standing. 
The area which was before the stable yard is laid out in 
parterres and walks, and the walls clothed with climbing 
plants. The removal of the hothouses and kitchen-garden 
has extended the lawn to the ramparts on the west and to 
the terrace on the south and added greatly to the pleasing 
character of the lawn”. 

Phelps, W., The History and Antiquities of Somerset (London, 1839), p. 92



Buckler, J., 1825. South East View of the Chapel and Hall at the Palace of Wells. [print] (Pigott Collection, Somerset Heritage 
Centre. With kind permission of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society and South West Heritage Trust.)





1890s. Reproduced with kind permission from Wells Museum



1890s. Reproduced with kind permission from Wells Museum



1890s. Reproduced with kind permission from Wells Museum



1890s. Reproduced with kind permission from Wells Museum















Buckler, J., 1825. South East View of the Palace of Wells. [print] (Pigott Collection, Somerset Heritage Centre. With kind 
permission of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society and South West Heritage Trust.)



Jewitt, O., 1863. East or Garden Front of Bishop Jocelyne’s Palace, [print] (The Architectural Antiquities of the City of Wells, 
Part 1 the Bishop's Palace, printed for the Archaeological and Natural History Society Taunton: Fredrick May 1863)
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Byrne, W. after Hearne, T. 1802. East End of Wells Cathedral. [engraving] (From the Palace Archives)



Gatineau, H., 1818, South East View of Wells Cathedral. [print] (From the Palace Archive)



Cole, E.S., 1859. View from the ‘Bishop’s Kitchen Garden’. [print] (Sketches of the Architectural Beauties of Wells and 
Glastonbury, Somerset Heritage Centre. With kind permission of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society and 
South West Heritage Trust.)



Hanson, W.A., 1895. Wells Cathedral. [print] (The Architect, July 19th 1895. From the Palace Archives)







“The kitchen gardens and houses are without the palace, 
and approached from it by a wooden bridge which spans 
the moat. […] these gardens are extensive. Five acres are 
heavily cropped with vegetables, while hardy fruit of all 
kinds is largely grown. Apples are particularly well grown, 
[…] The houses are old-fashioned, awkwardly built 
structures, but in spite of this serious disadvantage, they 
were teeming with excellent produce at the time of my 
visit. The early houses were cleared of their fruit, and 
flowering plants had been installed. The late vinery 
contains two Vines only, Tottenham Court Muscat, and 
Alicante[…]The Melon houses were heavily cropped with 
a handsome seedling variety […]The scores of fine fruit 
hanging testified to its productiveness and constitution..”
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